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SKIES AND BEYOND
Search for The Box
	
  
Never underestimate the power of those home décor accessories on the side. Placing them in the right
positions is essential to highlight characteristics of the home and subtlety hint one’s cultural credentials. A
true and legitimate home décor piece should exhibit much of one’s attitude and character – just like the
longstanding beauty of art.
	
  
A friend of mine is a devotee of exquisite boxes with an artistic finish. I have been to his place once and
was left with a lasting, striking impression of the rich array of his collection on boxes. Appeared to be
randomly positioned at the first glance, each box was, in fact, justly put, complementing each other with its
own colours and textures. The result was intimate and personal; as if one could read about his past stories
and personality through the boxes like an open book. When asked about his fondness of collecting boxes,
he laughed and said it was because of the constant surprises he got from opening the boxes that
resembled the thrill of unlocking the treasure chests.
	
  
As I can imagine, a devotee of boxes like him would be overwhelmed to learn about the series of exquisite
boxes titled “Skies and Beyond” presented by luxury lifestyle brand Bottega Veneta. This is the house’s
third collection in a series of exquisite boxes created in collaboration with renowned artist Nancy Lorenz.
The extraordinary set of 25 leather and suede boxes are all numbered and signed. Nancy Lorenz is a
graduate of the University of Michigan and the Tyler School of Art. Her work is featured in numerous public
and private collections and she has presented solo exhibitions around the world. The artist lives and works
in New York City. She is an accomplished artist who combines a deep understanding of Post-War
abstraction with a reverence for the craft and materials of traditional Asian art. She lived in Tokyo for five
years, where she absorbed the idea that luxurious materials, such as mother-of-pearl inlay, lacquer, and
gold leaf, can be used in a painterly way. Her work blurs the distinction between fine and decorative art.
	
  
Bottega Veneta’s collaboration with Nancy Lorenz is a natural extension of a longstanding house tradition:
the combining of masterful craftsmanship with an artist’s exceptional work. These boxes are unique,

beautiful, and marvelously eccentric. They are singular pieces of art as well as functional objects. The
boxes measure 28x20x10.5 centimeters with lid, and are constructed of wood sheathed in crafted leather
or suede. Each lid is a remarkable tour de force, some of which are intricately inlaid with mother of pearl,
meticulously worked layer by layer, allowing for cracks and incidental marks of various rare materials to
intentionally emerge, and finished to a solid, brilliant surface. “Skies and Beyond” will be unveiled at Salone
Del Mobile in Milan in April and then showcased in selected Bottega Veneta boutiques worldwide onwards.
	
  
Each home décor accessory carries certain intrinsic qualities that give rise to its value to be admired; and
exquisitely crafted boxes that are pieces of art make natural, effortless home décor accessories to
celebrate the unique beauty of your home.
	
  	
  
Photo captions:
-"I’ve always followed Nancy Lorenz’s work and felt the time was right for us to introduce this long awaited
third collection," says Creative Director Tomas Maier, "I appreciate her refined technique, textural work and
overall artistic sensibility, and am delighted to work with her again on this unique project."
-“Skies and Beyond”, a series of exquisite boxes created in collaboration with renowned artist Nancy
Lorenz.
-“Skies and Beyond” Artworks by Nancy Lorenz
-Nancy Lorenz Portrait by Keith Barraclough
-Tomas Maier Portrait by Collier Schorr

